Introduction. One of the most important constructions in topos theory ia that of the category Shv (^4) of sheaves on a locale (= complete Heyting algebra) A. Normally, the objects of this category are described as 'presheaves on A satisfying a gluing condition'; but, as Higgs (7) and Fourman and Scott(5) have observed, they may also be regarded as 'sets structured with an A -valued equality predicate' (briefly, 'A -valued sets'). From the latter point of view, it is an inessential feature of the situation that every sheaf has a canonical representation as a ' complete' A -valued set. In this paper, our aim is to investigate those properties which A must have for us to be able to construct a topos of A -valued sets: we shall see that there is one important respect, concerning the relationship between the finitary (propositional) structure and the infinitary (quantifier) structure, in which the usual definition of a locale may be relaxed, and we shall give a number of examples (some of which will be explored more fully in a later paper (8)) to show that this relaxation is potentially useful.
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written [~, between predicates which is reflexive and transitive; thus (P, 1-) is a preorder. Rather curiously, it is an essential feature of the structure we are building that \-is not required to be antisymmetric -we shall make this remark more precise in section 4. We regard preorders as categories in the usual way; that is, there is one morphism p > q if and only if p \-q. Of course a functor between two preorders is just an order-preserving map.
• 1. Definition.
A Heytingpre-algebra is a preorder which has finite limits and colimits, and is cartesian closed. We interpret this as meaning that we are given binary operations A (meet), V (join) and ->• (Heyting implication), together with distinguished elements T (top) and _L (bottom); of course these are determined only up to isomorphism by their universal properties.
1-2. Definition. A tripos 0 consists of the following:
(i) for each set / , a Heyting pre-algebra (01, I-j); (ii) foreachmap/:/ > J, functors 0f:0J--> ^7 and 3/, V/: 01 > ^7 , such that (a) 3/ (respectively V/) is left (respectively right) adjoint to 0f, (b) 0f preserves implication (note that it already preserves meets and joins by virtue of (a)), (c) 0 (and hence also 3 and V) is pseudo-functorial: that is, ^(id^HI-id^-, and we have 0f. Vg -\ \-V (iii) a generic predicate ae0'L, for some set S: that is, for any (f>e01, there is a map / : 1 > £ with <j> H (-0f{cr). (Note: since there may be many such/, we interpret this condition as meaning that we are given a particular choice of maps { } 7 :01 > Set (/, S) with 0-11-0y>} z (cr)
-this is analogous to the requirement that we be given particular choices of left and right adjoints for 0f.)
1-3 Remarks, (i)
The preservation of ->• by 0f (condition (ii) (fe) above) cannot be deduced from the Beck conditions as in standard categorical logic (17) , since A is not given by a pullback. A familiar argument shows that the preservation of -> is equivalent to either of the conditions A 0) H H f A 3/(0) or W&ftt) -* </>) H I" f -> W )
where/: / > J, (fre&I and \lrs0J. We shall return to this remark in 1-5 below.
(ii) The generic predicate a allows us to define, for each set I, a membership predicate e l e0(I x S 7 ). Specifically, let e 7 be ^(ev 7 ) (cr), where ev 7 :1 x Z 7 > 2 is the evaluation map. Then e 7 has the following property: for any set J and predicate 0 e 0 ( l x J), there is a map/: J > S* with ^(id 7 xf) (e 7 ) H1-0.
We should now give some examples of triposes. However, to cut down the amount of work needed to verify that the structures we describe do satisfy Definition 1-2, we shall find it convenient to investigate which parts of that definition are expressible in terms of the rest. This is the analogue of the definability of second-order logic from V and -> (Scott, Prawitz(i5), etc.), and the reader should keep the proof of the latter in mind in what follows -although there is not a word-for-word correspondence.
Suppose then that we are given a structure SP consisting of (i)' for each set / , a preorder (0>I, l-7 ), together with a binary operation -> on SPI which models purely implicational logic: that is, (a) <f>\-jf-+<f>, (6) e In what follows, we shall frequently appeal to valid purely implicational entailments; we assume that the reader can show that (i)' (a), (b), (c) and (d) generate all such, or else that he is willing to consult some suitable treatment of propositional logic -e.g. (16) . We begin with the universal properties of the propositional operations:
->($->f)y-I (d-+<f>)^(d-+rJr), (c) if d\-j<fi-*-fr and 6t-
(i) Since SP-nijf)) V-(e 7 ->e 7 ) is valid, we obtain (f> \-VT7-(G 7 ->G 7 ) = T by adjointness, so T is a top element oiSPI.
(ii) Given any a:
Hl-a(o-). Putting a = {4>}i, we obtain ±1-<j>; so 1 is a bottom element (iii) With a and b as above, for any <j> and \\r in 0>I we have
. So by functoriality of 3P and V, and the fact that 0 preserves ->, we have j S A^h (^(^^a ( < r ) )^a ( ( r ) .
Putting a = {0} 7 and o = {^} 7 in turn, and applying prepositional logic, we obtain
Conversely suppose d\-I <f> and 5 l-7 ^r; then ^7r01-ZPir^ and ^7r# H ^r^, SO by propositional logic^n d \-{0>TT4> -> (SPiif -> e 7 )) -> e 7 , and thus 6\-I (j>MJr.^o(j>MJris the meet of 0 and ^ in ^"7.
(iv) Next we show that (-) A ^ is left adjoint to <p ->( -). Putting 0 -»• ^ for ^ and } 7 for a in (1) above, we obtain by propositional logic. Conversely,
is always valid, so, by adjointness and condition (e) of (ii)', we have by propositional logic. It remains to show that 3/is left adjoint to 0>f. Suppose <j> l-i&fW); then by functoriality and propositional logic we obtain
Then with a = {^}j:«/ > S and 6: J > 2 J defined as before,
using the Beck condition for the pullback square
and the fact that £P(f x id) preserves ->.
1-5
Remark. In the proof of Theorem 1-4, we used condition (e) of (ii)' (on commuting V past ->) to establish the cartesian closedness of (£?I,!-/). We hope that some appreciation of its significance will emerge from the following points:
(i) in the presence of the adjunctions 3/H 0*$ and ( -)A0H0->-( -), there is an equivalence between the conditions A f) and Thus by (iii) the operative part of condition (ii)' (e) must be (as indeed it was in the proof of 1-4) the condition (iv) above. With the higher-order structure, it is sufficient to recapture cartesian closedness. Then the other basic laws relating quantifiers and connectives follow by (i) and (ii).
We now turn to some examples of triposes, starting with the kind that were sketched in the Introduction. (ii) Given a filter O on a locale A, we can modify the above example if we set 3PI = A 1 as before, but i>\-jf iff A the remaining structure being defined as in (i). Because <t > is a filter, it is not hard to see that \-j is a preorder on A
1
, and the conditions of 1-2 are again easy to verify. More generally, if O is a filter on any tripos SP (i.e. a filter on the Heyting pre-algebra 0*1), redefining the preorder on each 01 as above yields a new tripos 0*$,.
(iii) To emphasize the importance of condition (iii) (existence of a generic predicate) in Definition 1-2, we give an example of an indexed preorder which is not a tripos. Let A be an infinite Heyting algebra (not necessarily complete), and for any set / define 01 to be the set of all maps / >• A with finite image. It is easy to verify that if we define the substitution maps 0f, logical connectives and quantifiers as in (i) we obtain an indexed preorder satisfying (i) and (ii) of Definition 1-2. However, any generic predicate cr e 0>Yi would have to be a surjection 2 > A, so no such predicate can exist. (6)) ' 5=.' denotes 'one side is defined iff the other is and then they are equal' (i.e. it is equality for partial elements in the sense of (5)). Such a structure is of course intended to model an untyped theory of (partial) functional application. For such a structure A, we define a binary operation -> on the power-set PA of A by For any index set /, the elements k and 5 yield 'proofs' of the propositional tautologies (i)' (a) and (6) 
1-8.
Remarks, (i) When we defined universal quantification for the realizability tripos, the reader might have expected to see the formula rather than the more complicated one which we gave; but unfortunately the above definition fails to be right adjoint to SP$'if/is not surjective. Nevertheless, we shall see in Proposition 1-12 below that there is a map A: P(PA) > PA with the property that V/(0) is isomorphic to the map^'l > A {<}>{i) \f(i) = j}, for a l l / a n d <f>. (ii) The most familiar example of a partial applicative structure is the set N of natural numbers with the partial application n(m) = value of the nth partial recursive function at m (if defined). This gives rise to the recursive realizability tripos, which was the motivating example for the whole development of this paper. However, there are other realizability triposes of interest; for example, the various models of the (untyped) A-calculus give rise to them.
We conclude this section with a number of results which extend the definability theorem (1 -4) , in that they tell us that 'up to equivalence' a tripos may always be taken to satisfy some of the conditions of Definition 1 • 2 in a' stricter' sense than we originally envisaged. Note first that, in all the examples described above, &I is actually S 7 , where 2 is the index set of a generic predicate for / , and ^/"is composition with/. We shall call such a tripos canonically presented.
1-9 PROPOSITION. Any tripos is equivalent to a canonically presented one. (Note:
by 'is equivalent to', we really mean 'represents the same topos as'. How a tripos represents a topos will be made precise in §2; for the moment, we may take 'equivalent ' to mean' equivalent as a pseudofunctor from Set to the 2-category of preorders'.)
Proof. Given a tripos 0>, with generic predicate o~ e ^"2, define a functor & from sets to preorders by &I = (2 7 , \-j), where g i-7 h in 2 7 if and only if ^g{cr) H 7 3Ph{<r) in 0>I,
7 for a map /: / > J. The definition of a generic predicate now tells us that the maps <j> > {^} 7 and g > ^g{^) set up an equivalence between 8PI and 2 7 , which is pseudo-natural in /. So we may use it to transport the rest of the structure in 1-2 from 0> to 0P; for example ,we may define implication in SPI by So & is a canonically presented tripos equivalent to &.
110 Remark. From the point of view of indexed categories, Proposition 1-9 says that we may assume that the (pseudo)functor 0> satisfies a 'descent condition' on objects; i.e. its composite with the forgetful functor from preorders to sets is a sheaf for the canonical topology on Set. However, we cannot require & to satisfy a similar condition on morphisms; indeed, as we shall see in §4, it is precisely the difference between the 'uniform' preorder t-/ on &I = 0>(iy and the pointwise preorder (l-j) 7 which gives rise to the difference between locales and triposes in general. This is (at least initially) rather surprising, since we are accustomed to consider indexed categories which are locally internal (i.e.' have small homs' in the terminology of (12)), and therefore automatically satisfy a descent condition on morphisms; whereas descent conditions on objects do not normally play an important role in indexed category theory. Thus the propositional structure of 0* is determined by that of S. Furthermore, the entailment relations i -7 are determined by that on 2, in the following sense. Let D = {p e 2 ITJ \~ip} be the set of propositions isomorphic to the top element of 2. Then given/, <7e2 To complete this transference of structure on 0> to structure on 2, we need to show that the quantifiers can be computed fibre-wise (i.e. so that the Beck conditions hold up to equality, and not just up to isomorphism). The next proposition says that we can do this; but it differs from the previous two results in that it makes use of the axiom of choice in the base category Set. 
Proof. Let e £ s 2 x P S be the (standard) membership relation on 2 (not the predicate denned in 1 • 3 (ii)), and let e: G E > 2, n: e £ > P 2 be the restrictions to e s of the two projection maps. We define A, V: ^2 > 2 to be Vra(e)and 3n(e) respectively. Taken together, Propositions 1 • 9,1 • 11 and 1-12 assert that (if we accept the axiom of choice in Set) our notion of tripos is effectively no more general than Powell's 'complete Heyting filtered algebras' (14) , or the very similar 'models of second order propositional logic' used by the first author in a preliminary draft of (8) . Nevertheless, we believe that the conceptual advantages of the indexed-category approach will quickly become apparent when we embark on the construction of the topos of ^-valued sets in the next section.
2. The topos of SP-sets. In this section, our aim is to construct from an arbitrary tripos & a topos of '^"-valued sets' in a way which generalizes the constructions of Higgs (7) and Fourman and Scott (5) . Before proceeding to the particular notion of â "-valued set, however, it will be convenient to make a few remarks about the general concept of a ^-relational structure. Given a many-sorted purely relational first-order language JSf without equality, a &-interpretation ofJC assigns to each sort (type) X a set X, and to each relation symbol R of sort (X 1( ..., X J an element R of ^(Ui^X^. Given such an interpretation we may proceed to define, for each formula <f> of JS? and each string of variables
containing the free variables of cf>, an interpretation ^( x J J e^I I X J (where X f is the sort of the variable x t ), by an obvious induction on the structure of <$>. In this interpretation, we have [R(
where v is the projection map from ITX^ to the product of the (interpretations of) sorts actually occurring in R; the propositional connectives are interpreted by the Heyting pre-algebra operations in ^(UX^, and the quantifiers Vy, 3y by V77, 3n, where n: Y x UX t »• FIX f is the projection. (Nots: it would be perfectly possible to extend this interpretation to a 1 anguage having functionsymbols as well as relation-symbols; but we shall not need to avail ourselves of this possibility, except for a moment in the proof of Proposition 2-12.)
We shall be working with the version of intuitionistic predicate logic where each step in a deduction is labelled by a string of (free) variables denoting the types of elements which are assumed to have been picked at that step; so the fundamental (syntactic) entailment-notion appears as where F is a finite collection of formulae, (j> a formula, and x a string containing all the free variables of the formulae in F U {<p}. A detailed description of this entailmentnotion will be found in (3) .
Given a particular ^-interpretation, we also have a semantic entailment-notion whose interpretation is the statement that , and we shall not give the details. Nevertheless, we shall use the Soundness Lemma repeatedly in what follows: in order to establish that 0(x) is valid (i.e. 0 ( = *(f>) in somê -interpretation, we shall simply appeal to the fact that ^(x) is deducible intuitionistically from formulae which we already know to be valid. (We assume that the reader is capable of carrying out straightforward deductions in intuitionistic predicate logic.) 2-2 Definition. Let 0> be a tripos. A ^-valued set (briefly, &>-set) is a ^"-relational structure (X, = ) where = is a binary relation such that and t=,3,Vx,x',x" (x = x ' A X ' = x"->x = x").
Thus in the sense of ^"-logic, equality is symmetric and transitive. We do not require it to be reflexive; instead, we define the interpretation of an 'existence' or 'membership' predicate E x by ^( x ) j = [ x = x j .
(We shall frequently write ' x e l ' in place of'E x (x)'.) This predicate clearly satisfies N^Vx (x = x~E x {x)).
(*) For certain purposes (particularly when we come to consider subobjects in the category of ,^-sets) it will be convenient to regard E x as a second primitive predicate, and (*) as an additional axiom; clearly, this does not essentially change our notion of ^-valued set. We should also mention here that we shall frequently abuse notation by using the same letter for a ,^-set and its underlying set, although at some points (where we have to consider more than one ,^-set structure on the same set) we shall have to be careful of the distinction.
2-3 Definition. A relation on a ^-set (X, = )is an element Roi&X which respects the equality predicate, i.e.
We say R is strict if in addition it respects the existence predicate, i.e.
h^Vx (B{x)-+E x (x)).
Clearly if (X lt = x ), (X 2 , = 2 ), ...,(X n , = n ) are ^-sets, we may make the product II™ =1 X { into a ^-set if we define equality by [x" = y j = [ x 1 = 1 y 1 A . . . A X n = j J . Thus the above definitions for unary relations may immediately be extended to w-ary relations.
2-4 Definition. If (X, =) and (Y, =) are ^-sets, we say a relation F on X x Y is functional if it is strict, single-valued and total, where 'F is single-valued' means ¥ , Vx, y, y' (F(x, y) A F(X, y') -* y = y') and ' F is total' means N^,Vx (xeX-+3y{F{x,y))). We say two functional relations F and G are equivalent if N^Vx.y (F{x,y)<->O(x,y)). (Note: since G is strict and single-valued and F is total, it would in fact be sufficient to have t = < 3 > Vx,y (i^x, y)-s»G(x,y)).) It is an immediate application of the Soundness Lemma that this does define an equivalence relation on the set of functional relations. Finally, we define a morphism of&setsf: (X, =) -> (Y, =) to be an equivalence class of functional relations. We adopt the convention that if a lower-case letter such as / denotes a morphism of ^-sets, the corresponding capital letter denotes (the name of) a functional relation representing it. It is a straightforward application of the soundness lemma to show that this relation is functional from X to Z, and that its equivalence class does not depend on the choice of the representatives F and G.
The requirement that relations be extensional (i.e. that they respect equality) tells us at once that identity morphisms, as defined above, are identities for composition; and the associative law for composition follows from the triviality 1 = , Vx, w(3z (3y(^(x, y) A G(y, z) 
We now embark on the proof that ^-Set is a topos. The argument should have a familiar appearance to anyone who has read (5); the only technical complications are mild ones arising from the fact that we do not have any canonical way of choosing representative functional relations for morphisms of ^-sets.
2-6 LEMMA. The category ^"-Set has finite limits.
Proof. First we construct a terminal object. Let 1 be any one-element set, and make it into a ^"-set by denning = to be the top element of 0 > ( 1 x 1). For any ^-set (X, =), if we regard the existence predicate E x as an element oigP{X x 1), it is functional from X to 1; and it is clearly the unique such relation up to equivalence. So K is still strict (and therefore functional) as a relation on Z x E; that is, it defines a morphism k: Z > E, which is clearly the unique factorization oik through h.
2-7
Remark. In the construction of equalizers in the proof of 2-6, it is clear that the object E depends on the representatives F and G, and not just on the morphisms / and g. So unless we assume the axiom of choice in our meta-logic, we cannot assert that -Set has equalizers in the ' constructive' sense that there is a function assigning a choice of equalizers to each parallel pair of morphisms.
From the proof of Lemma 2-6, it is clear that the construction of finite limits in i^-Set is obtained by ' writing down the formulae which define limits in Set' and interpreting them in the ^"-logic rather than in standard logic. This observation has a converse: to recognize that a given finite diagram in ^-Set is a limit, it suffices to check the validity of the appropriate formulae in the ^-logic. As an example, we state Proof. It we construct the pullback X x z Y in the usual way from products and equalizers, it is an easy application of soundness to show that it satisfies the above conditions. Conversely, if the conditions are satisfied, then the induced morphism P >Xx z Y may be represented by a relation which is functional in either direction, and hence this morphism is an isomorphism.
2-9 COROLLARY. A morphism f: X > Y in Y in ^-Set is a monomorphism if and°n lyif

N , V x x ' y (^(xy)A^(x'
for some (equivalently, for any) representative Fforf.
Proof. Use Lemma 2-8, and the fact that/is mono if and only if is a pullback.
In the construction of equalizers in 2-6, we used the fact that, given a strict unary relation i o n a ,^-set (X, = x ), we may define a monomorphism by defining l|.4|| to be the ^"-set with underlying set X, [ Proof. Since F is a strict relation, it is clear that/~M is strict. The top arrow in the diagram is just the restriction of/, i.e. it is represented by It is then clear that the diagram commutes; the fact that it is a pullback follows easily from Lemma 2-8. 
(id x x g) (e x )-\ \-A in &{Xx Y). Define xV) by
(note that we are here extending our language by using g as a function-symbol). Since A is a strict relation, it is easy to see that from which it follows directly that F is a functional relation, and so defines a morphism / : Y >• PX in ^"-Set. It is straightforward to check that/is independent of the choice of representatives A and g, so that we have a function
Sub ( 1 x 7 ) > ^>-Set (Y,PX).
Now the isomorphism ^(id x g) (e x ) -W-A in 0>(X x Y) can be interpreted as the statement t = yA(x, y) <-» 3K(g(y)
= R A X e x R), whence we obtain^ yA{x> y ) ^ 3R(jpf(y -R ) A E^ R ) ) since A is a strict relation; thus we have ||-4|| = || (id x/)" 1^! as a subobject of X x Y. A similar argument shows that the compositê
is the identity; so the natural transformation defined above is an isomorphism. Combining Proposition 2-12 with Lemma 2-6, we at once obtain 2-13 THEOREM. For any tripos &, the category ^-Set is a topos.
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Remark. In particular, 2-13 tells us that ^"-Set has finite colimits, exponentials and a subobject classifier. It is convenient to describe explicit constructions for some of these (though we shall omit the proofs). To conclude this section, we shall revisit some of the examples of triposes which we described in § 1, and point out some particular features of the toposes they generate.
(i) Firstly, if SP is the canonical tripos of a locale A (1 • 6 (i)), then the notion of ^"-set is easily seen to be equivalent to that of an A -valued set as denned in (7); so ^"-Set is equivalent to the Grothendieck topos Shv (.4) of (canonical) sheaves on A.
(ii) Next, suppose 0> is induced by a filter Oona locale A. For each ^-set (X, =x)> we can find a e <I > (depending on X) such that (iii) Finally, we consider the recursive realizability tripos of 1-8(ii). Our concern here is to make explicit the behaviour of coproducts in ^-Set. It is easily verified that the disjunction in 8P\ = PH may be defined by It is now obvious how we may extend this definition to the disjoint union of a countable family (X n \ neN) of ^-sets, and straightforward to verify that it does yield the coproduct of the X n in ^"-Set. In particular, a countable copower of 1 exists in ^-Set; up to isomorphism, it may be described as the set M with equality
It is further straightforward to verify that this object (with the obvious definitions for the zero and successor maps) is a natural number object in ^-Set. (The details will appear in (8) .) On the other hand, if (X a \ a e A) is a family of ^-sets having a coproduct X in ^-Set and x a , x fi are elements of X a , Xp with a 4= /? and lx a eX a J 4= 0 4= ^e l^J , then it is easy to show that there must exist elements y a , yp of X with J a {x a , y a ) # 0 + Jp(xp, y fi ) (where J a is a representative for the coproduct inclusion^:X a >• X), and that for any such pair of elements \y a e l ] and \y^el] must be disjoint. (This is because we may define a family of maps/ a : X a > l l l l which ' send' x a and Xp to elements of 1II 1 with disjoint extents.) It follows that the number of inhabited ^-sets in the family (X a | a e A) must be countable; loosely, we can say that ^-Set has no uncountable coproducts. In particular, ^-Set is not a Grothendieck topos.
3. Geometric morphisms. It is well known that continuous maps between locales correspond precisely to geometric morphisms between their associated sheaf toposes. In this section we generalize this result to triposes. To be able to construct direct image functors, we must first consider a process analogous to the construction of the sheaf generated by a locale-valued set ((5), [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
Let SP be a tripos and (X, =) a ^-Set. We define a predicate S (' is a singleton') in
This is easily seen to be a strict relation on the power-object PX oiX (as defined in the proof of 2-12), so it determines a canonical monomorphism which we write as
Up to isomorphism, this is just the singleton map { }: X > PX in the topos When 0> is the canonical tripos of a locale A, the .4-Set SX has a natural A -sheaf structure which makes it into the sheaf generated by the A -Set X ((5), theorem 4-18). The notion of weak completeness represents as much of this additional structure as we are able to salvage in our more general context: The definition of/* is less straightforward, since /* does not in general preserve 3; so, if we apply it to a total functional relation between ^"-sets, the result will be only a partial functional relation of ^"-sets. However, the existence of weak completions, which we demonstrated in Proposition 3-3, enables us to get round this difficulty. The proof of this rests on two facts: first, that in this case ^-Set and ^-Set are defined over Set by geometric morphisms, and secondly that every geometric morphism between toposes defined over Set is a morphism over Set. We have seen in 2-15 that, for a general tripos SP, the topos ^-Set need not be defined over Set. Nevertheless, we do have a functor A: Set > ^-Set which is analogous to the ' constant sheaf functor in the localic case, and, if we restrict our attention to geometric morphisms ^-Set >^-Set which respect these 'constant' functors, then we can give a converse result to Proposition 3-5.
3-7 Definition. We define a functor A: Set > ^-Set as follows: For a set X, AX is the^-set (X, 3A Jf (Tj C )) ) where A x : X > X x X is the diagonal map. For a function Proof. Since/* preserves T and 3, it is clear that in 3P{X x X), from which the result follows easily.
We can now state the converse of Proposition 3-5. We shall omit moat of the details of the proof, since they are generally straightforward and we shall in any case not need to use the result. Proof. It is easy to see that every predicate Re&X ia a strict relation on the LX. Thus the assignment sets up an equivalence between the preorders 3PX and Sub^^j (AZ); and using Lemma 2-11 we may easily show that this equivalence is natural in X-i.e. it is an equivalence of Set-indexed categories. So for an element S oi3$X, we may define f*S (up to isomorphism) by requiring that (iii) => (iv): Given (iii) (and hence (i)), the maps q and a form an equivalence of preordered sets between S and A. Moreover, since S J is ordered pointwise, it is clear that q 1 : S 1 -> A 1 is an equivalence for any /. In particular, we deduce that A is complete as a Set-indexed category, and hence as a lattice.
(iv) => (v): The equivalence between SP and (the canonical tripos of) A induces an equivalence between ^-Set and A -Set, which commutes up to isomorphism with the functors Y and A. But, for the topos A -Set, it is well known that T and A form a geometric morphism. Proof. Since 1-is a partial order on S, D is the singleton subset {T}, and so VZ) is an isomorphism. Thus condition (ii) of Theorem 4-1 is trivially satisfied.
We have seen that ^-Set forms a Grothendieck topos in the ' obvious' way (i.e. with A as the inverse image of the geometric morphism ^"-Set > Set) if and only if & is V-standard. It is natural to ask whether ^-Set can be a Grothendieck topos in some ' non-obvious' way. Unfortunately, we have not been able to "answer this question (though, in the particular case of filterpowers, the answer is known to be no (l)); it is not hard to see that ^-Set has small hom-sets and a set of generators, so the relevant question is cocompleteness. However, the example of the recursive realizability topos (2.15 (iii)) shows that ^-Set may have some infinite coproducts even when A does not preserve them.
It is possible slightly to refine the equivalence between (iii) and (vii) Proof. Suppose & is K-standard. Let (X { \i e/) be a family of sets, where / has cardinality less than K; write X for the disjoint union of the X o and h:X~+I for the map having the X i as fibres. We shall show directly that AX is the coproduct of the AX { in
•-Set. Suppose given a family of morphisms ff AX f > (7, =) in ^-Set (represented by functional relations F t : X i x Y >• E, say). We may combine the F t into a map F:Xx Y > 2; in proving that F is functional from AX to (Y, =), we use the principle that if something is ' uniformly valid' on each X t then it is ' uniformly valid' on X. For example, to show that F is total, we have to verify that the quantifier VX sends lT x -*3y(yeYAF(x,y))]e0>X
to an element of D. But we may factor VX as the composite and, since the F i are total, the (fibre-wise) quantifier VA sends this element to an Iindexed family of elements of D. Then since the uniform order on &1 is pointwise, applying V/ yields an element of D. It is now easy to see that the morphism represented by F satisfies/. A{v t ) = f i for each i (where v { is the ith. coproduct inclusion); the fact that these equations determine/uniquely (i.e. that the family of maps A(^) is epimorphic) is proved by an argument similar to that already given.
Conversely, suppose A preserves coproducts of cardinality less than K. TO show that 9 is K-standard, it suffices by the argument in the proof of 4-1 (ii) => (iii) to show that if h: I-+D is any map with card I ^ K, then V/(tA) eD. But we can prove this by considering the subobject | ih\\ of A/ and arguing as in the last part of the proof of 4-1.
Closely related to the notion of /c-standardness is the question of whether A preserves the natural number object.
4-4 PROPOSITION. AN is a natural number object in ^-Set if and only if A preserves finite colimits. Moreover, these conditions hold if & is ^-standard, and they imply that 0* is oj-standard.
Proof. If A preserves finite colimits, then it preserves the natural number object by ((9), proposition 6-16). Conversely, suppose AN is a natural number object; then for each natural number k the object A{0,1,..., k -1} is a finite cardinal in ^"-Set and hence a fc-fold copower of 1; so & is w-standard by the argument of Proposition 4-3. To see that A also preserves coequalizers, note first that any functor defined on Set preserves coequalizers of equivalence relations, since these can be given the structure of split coequalizers; but if A preserves N then it preserves the construction of the equivalence relation generated by a parallel pair of maps, since it preserves finite limits by Lemma 3-8. Finally, if 0> is (^-standard then AN is a countable copower of 1, from which it is easy to verify directly that it is a natural number object.
When 8P is the tripos induced by a filter O on a locale A, then we may factor A as the composite of the inverse image functor Set > -4-Set and the logical functor so it preserves the natural number object. So Wj-standardness is not a necessary condition for 0 to satisfy the conditions of Proposition 4-4. On the other hand, we do not know any example to show that these conditions are not implied by w-standardness (though it is not true in general that A: Set > 0S&t preserves coequalizers). Likewise, we do not know any example of a 0 for which ^"-Set fails to have a natural number object altogether.
Even when 0 is not V-standard, it may still happen that existential quantification in 0 is standard, i.e. that qe = id^. This is the case, for example, in the realizability tripos of a partial applicative system (Example 1-7), since there are only two isomorphism classes in S, one of them being the singleton {0}. . L e t / e S J and g e A 1 ; then iff\-z eg, we have/(i) I-eg{i) for all i, and hence qf(i) < qeg(i) = g{i) for all i. Since the order on A 1 is by definition pointwise, we thus have qf 4 gin A 1 . Conversely if qf < g, then we clearly have qf(i) < g(i) and hence/(i) \-eg(i) for each i; we have to show that this entailment is uniform in i. Define h = / v eg in 01; then we clearly h&\ef\-jh, and h(i) -\\-eg{i) for each i, so that qh = g. Now using the definition of e we have h = 0h(idz) l-,^A(^(3?(id E ))) = 0>(qh) (e) = 0>g(e) = eg and so by transitivity f\-jeg.
It is clear that q 1 preserves finite meets, so it only remains to show that A is complete. L e t / : / > J be any map, geA 1 , heA
